ADVENTURE ON A GRAND SCALE.

Ruggedly reliable Authentic Jeep Accessories by Mopar let you carry all the gear you’ll need, so you can live large and go as far as the trails will take you.

Roof Top Cargo Basket: Adds cargo space and attaches to either the Sport Utility Bars (sold separately) or Production Roof Rack Cross Rails. Basket features a Front Air Deflector.

Roof Basket Cargo Net (sold separately) securely holds cargo.

[A] Tubular Grille Guard: Style, meet substance. Grille guard features a one-piece tubular steel crossmember, includes mounts for Driving Lights (sold separately) and installs without drilling. Available in a Dark Grey or Black powder-coat finish.

[B] Rock Rails: Stylish rails are constructed of heavy-gauge steel to help absorb impacts from rocks and provide lower bodyside panel protection when you’re off-roading. Rock Rails are available in a Black powder-coat finish.

[C] Tow Hooks: Here’s a friend with major pull. Heavy-duty Black steel hooks mount to your Commander’s frame and are tested to handle up to 1.5 times the Gross Vehicle Weight Rating.

[D] Sport Utility Bars: Add a big, beefy (and functional) presence to the top of your Commander. Bars attach to the production roof rack side rails and accommodate all our sports and cargo carriers.

(1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) This product is designed solely to enhance the appearance of the vehicle; it is not intended to prevent injury or damage in the event of an accident.
RUGGED GOOD LOOKS … ON AND OFF ROAD.

Even though your Commander isn't afraid to get down and dirty, you still have a refined side that deserves expression. Authentic Jeep Accessories add distinctive touches that not only protect but also enhance an already commanding vehicle. Now you'll look good whether you're on the road or off – and that's a tough act to follow.

[A] Chrome Front Air Deflector. Stylish deflector creates an air stream to help direct road spray, dirt and bugs up and away from your vehicle's hood and windshield. It features the Jeep® logo and is also available in Smoke.

Fog Lights. Designed to undercut inclement weather and minimize glare, the lights are integrated into the fascia openings and feature production lights and switch.

[B] Chrome Tubular Side Steps. 4-inch oval chromed aluminum steps with textured stepping surfaces match rear bumper tread pattern. Step pads feature Jeep logo and mount securely with corrosion-resistant, ElectroCoated steel mounting brackets. No drilling required. (Also available in Black.)

[C] Chrome Fuel Filler Door. Unique bolt pattern design complements the fender flare patterns on Commander Limited and Overland, as well as the shift knob and steering wheel on all trim levels. Replaces existing fuel filler door.

[D] Door Sill Guards. Protect your Commander's interior door sills from scratches while adding a nice touch of style. Stainless steel plates feature embossed Commander name on front guards. Set of four.

(1) Check provincial and local regulations for restrictions on installation and use.
PREMIUM ELECTRONICS: TURN ON, TUNE IN, AND HEAD OUT.

[A] DVD Rear Seat Video.™ This integrated CD/DVD system features a 10-inch LCD widescreen. It also features auxiliary inputs for a video camera, CD player and popular video game units, plus two wireless headphones and an infrared remote.

[B] Garmin™ nüvi® 250W Navigation System. GPS system features anti-glare widescreen display, 2-D or 3-D map detail, turn-by-turn voice directions and touch screen controls. It also comes preloaded with City Navigator® NT street maps for the United States and parts of Canada, hotels, restaurants and more.

[C] Interface Module for iPod.® This FM bounded system allows you to listen to your favourite music through your vehicle’s audio system. iPod music file navigation is maintained by the iPod click wheel.

[D] MyGIG™ Multimedia Infotainment System with Navigation/Media Radio (REN). This premium radio features the exclusive MyGIG Multimedia Infotainment System that includes a 6½-inch touch screen, AM/FM stereo, single-disc CD/DVD player that plays CDs, DVDs, MP3 and WMA audio, SIRIUS™ Satellite Radio, a 2.0 USB port and a mini stereo audio input jack. The 20-gigabyte hard drive is preloaded with map data for the United States and most of Canada, with plenty of space left to store your favourite music.

[E] MyGIG Multimedia Entertainment System (REN). This multimedia mecca includes a 6½-inch touch screen, AM/FM stereo, single-disc CD/DVD player that plays CDs, DVDs, MP3 and WMA audio. Includes mini stereo audio input jack and a 20-gigabyte hard drive that has plenty of space to store information and music. Available with and without integrated SIRIUS Satellite Radio.

[F] REQ Radio. AM/FM stereo with six-disc CD/DVD changer that plays CDs, DVDs, MP3 and WMA audio. Includes mini stereo audio input jack and two-line matrix screen. Available with and without integrated SIRIUS Satellite Radio.


SIRIUS Satellite Radio® SIRIUS offers over 100 specialized channels to choose from, including news, sports, talk, weather, entertainment and over 60 100% commercial-free music selections. Visit siriuscanada.ca to learn more.

UConnect™ Hands-Free Communication System with iPod Integration.® This voice-activated, hands-free communication system is integrated and controlled through your radio and allows you to dial your wireless phone through simple voice commands. It also lets you control your iPod through the radio and steering wheel controls, letting you listen to your favourite tunes in digital audio quality. Available on REN, REQ and RES radios. Cable sold separately for iPod integration.

[H] Rear-View Camera.® Gain some added insight before backing up. The camera’s 3½-inch diagonal screen shows a view of what’s behind you and includes on-screen markers to help you determine your distance from an object.

[I] Remote Start.® Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from up to 91.44 metres (300 feet) away. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system.

(1) Requires satellite receiver/antenna kit, installation kit and SIRIUS subscription service. (2) You can retain your current wireless carrier and wireless phone number (and one bill) as long as your wireless phone employs Bluetooth™ Hands-Free Profile version 1.0 or higher. (3) Intended to provide assistance to the driver. Always exercise appropriate care while reversing. (4) Check provincial and local regulations on the use of remote starters.
[A] **Roof Box Cargo Carrier.** Keeps cargo dry and secure. Tough, locking thermoplastic carrier features quarter-turn installation and gas-cylinder opening system. Attaches to Sport Utility Bars.\(^{(1)}\)

[B] **Roof-Mount Ski and Snowboard Carrier.** Holds up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards, or a combination of the two. Carrier features corrosion-resistant lock covers. Attaches to Sport Utility Bars.\(^{(1)}\)

[C] **Roof-Mount Water Sports Carrier.** Transports kayaks, sailboards or surfboards with flat or curved hulls. Latching nylon strap attachment stays securely in place. Attaches to Sport Utility Bars.\(^{(1)}\)

[D] **Moulded Running Boards.** Skid-resistant diamond-plate step surfaces match the design of the rear bumper scuff plate and help ensure easier entry and exit from all seats.

[E] **Skid Plates.** Available for the front suspension, transfer case and fuel tank, these heavy-duty plates offer serious underbody protection when covering rough terrain.

[F] **Black Aluminum Tail Lamp Guards.** For stylish impact around town, these guards are a fashionably functional accessory.

[G] **Hitch Receiver.** Receiver features a 2-inch opening and tows up to 3357 kg (7400 lb) with proper weight-distributing equipment. Hitch ball, Ball Mount, and Wiring Harness sold separately.

[H] **Premium Wheels:** 18-Inch Chrome-Plated Wheel, 17-Inch Black Pocket Cast Aluminum Wheel, and 17-Inch Black Painted Cast Aluminum Wheel. Put a new spin on style. Our premium wheels are machined to match your vehicle’s exact specifications for a balanced ride and undergo stringent testing for optimal durability and long-lasting shine.

[I] **Heavy-Duty Rubber Splash Guards.** Designed to help protect your Commander’s body panels by deflecting gravel, salt and other road debris. Guards feature the Jeep logo.

[J] **Tent Kit.** Tent attaches to the rear of your Commander for maximum storage and sleeping space and easily stands alone if detached from your vehicle.

[K] **Trail Readiness Kit.** Pack the essentials. Multipocket nylon tool bag includes eight-gauge jumper cables, a large fleece blanket, leather gloves, multifunction flashlight, 2’x20’ recovery tow strap and a heavy-duty tote.

[L] **Under Hood Lamp.** This handy light mounts to the underside of the hood for necessary lighting in tight situations. Lamp includes a 9.14-metre (30-foot) retractable cord and a magnetic end to secure it to the side of the vehicle when needed.

[M] **Moulded Cargo Tray.** Skid-resistant, thermoplastic tray fits in the rear cargo area when third row seats are in the down position to help protect carpeting. Tray features the Jeep logo.

[N] **Folding Cargo Mat.** Designed to protect your Commander against wear, soil and stains. Durable one-piece design covers entire cargo area when second and third row seats are down. When only the third row is down, mat covers cargo area and protects the back of the second row seats.

[O] **Brushed Silver Appliqué Kit.** The appliqué seamlessly follows the contours of your door, panels, instrument panel and centre bezel. Blackwood finish also available.

[P] **Premium Floor Mats.** Plush 24-oz. nylon carpet includes rubber-nibbed backing with driver’s side positive retention, which helps keep mats in place. Available in Dark Khaki (shown) and Slate Grey.

[Q] **Slush Mats.** Heavy-duty mats feature deep grooves to help prevent water, snow and mud from spilling onto the floor. Available in Dark Khaki (shown) and Slate Grey.

---

\(^{(1)}\)Sold separately.  \(^{(2)}\)Check Owner’s Manual for hitch types, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of vehicle as equipped. Towing may require some items not supplied by Mopar.  \(^{(3)}\)Properly secure all cargo.
THE AUTHENTIC DIFFERENCE.

A passion for uncompromising performance and quality is the essence of the Authentic Difference, and it’s forged into every part and accessory we make. As the official parts and accessories division of Chrysler Motors LLC, Mopar is original equipment. Which means that every Authentic Jeep Accessory by Mopar in this catalogue is designed by a Chrysler Engineering Team – the people who know your Commander better than anyone else.

Our product is a result of uncompromising standards. You’ll recognize the difference in the tighter tolerances required of original equipment accessories. You’ll see it in our materials, which provide a superior finish and an exact vehicle colour match, as well as in the integrated fit that comes from utilizing the same computer modelling technology that was used to design your vehicle.

Our process is an adherence to stricter testing. You’ll appreciate the difference in our rigorous evaluations, from demanding salt bath corrosion tests and impact performance tests to harsh on- and off-road durability testing. And you’ll discover that all Authentic Jeep Accessories by Mopar are designed so they will not adversely affect your vehicle’s original performance specifications, such as engine cooling and proper air bag deployment – a common problem with many aftermarket accessories.

Our promise is demonstrated in our superior warranty coverage. 3-year/60,000-kilometre New Vehicle Limited Warranty, or a 12-month/Unlimited Metrage Basic Limited Warranty, whichever is more favourable to you.*

Whether you’re looking to enhance your Jeep Commander with premium protection, convenience, style or entertainment, choose the Authentic Difference. Just like our accessories, it’s a statement – and a standard of excellence – you’ll benefit from for years to come.

ADDITIONAL AUTHENTIC JEEP ACCESSORIES BY MOPAR:

- Bike Carriers, Hitch-Mount and Roof-Mount
- Cargo Net, Envelope
- Engine Block Heater
- Grab Handle (for rear of vehicle)
- Hood Cover
- Locking Gas Cap
- Moulded Splash Guards
- Off-Road Light Kit
- Premium Vehicle Care Products
- Roof Top Cargo Carrier
- Side Window Air Deflectors
- Sunshade
- Smoker’s Kit
- Trailer Tow Adapter for Electronic Brake Controller
- Trailering Accessories
- Vehicle Cover
- Wheel Locks

1-800-361-3700
jeep.ca
mopar.ca

*See your retailer for full details and a copy of the limited warranties. Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalogue may have been updated. The appearance of accessories shown may vary depending on vehicle application. See your retailer for the latest Mopar product information. Visit the Mopar website at mopar.ca.
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